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This document highlights best practices for Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises (WFOE) that trade through the
Southbound China-Hong Kong Stock Connect program, which leverages CTM for post-trade pre-settlement
affirmation. Unlike domestic Chinese cash equity trades on the Shanghai and Shenzhen markets, where settlement of
securities is on T and cash on T+1, settlement of Southbound Stock Connect Trades for both cash and Hong Kong
securities is DVP and settles on T+2 (providing ample time to resolve exceptions).
This document assumes an understanding of the overall concepts of CTM. For more information, see the CTM
documentation at Institutional Trade Processing → CTM.
Note
All regulatory information in this document on trading Hong Kong equities through Southbound Stock Connect is provided
for information and context purposes only. Its contents do not constitute legal advice and it should not be regarded as
conveying any form of legal, authoritative, or regulatory framework associated with the Southbound Stock Connect program
trading into Hong Kong. Where necessary, clients must seek separate legal advice.

Introduction
Global investment managers globally are constantly seeking new investment vehicles to generate a higher return on
investment. The introduction of the WFOE license scheme in China provides international investment management
companies with a method of providing high-quality financial services to the increasing number of Chinese high net
worth individuals.
Providing financial investment services based in China is challenging due to capital controls on cross-border
movement of currency. Southbound Stock Connect is, however, the ideal investment vehicle for WOFEs that manage
Chinese investment access to the Hong Kong capital market through their mainland Shanghai or Shenzhen brokers. In
the process, leveraging CTM greatly mitigates operational and settlement risk.
Note that while Southbound Hong Kong Stock Connect securities are listed in HKD, settlement behind the scenes
occurs in on-shore RMB settled and held in a nominee structure at ChinaClear.
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Trading Summary
Global investment managers trading in China with a WFOE license may buy or sell securities listed on the local
Shanghai or Shenzhen Exchange or Hong Kong Exchange through their Shanghai or Shenzhen brokers. Tradable prices
from HKEx are routed through Chinese brokers creating an on-shore market where Investment Managers may buy or
sell off-shore HKEx listed equities.
Securities purchased through Southbound Hong Kong Stock Connect are traded, settled and cleared in HKD through
CCASS but settled in onshore RMB with securities held in a nominee structure at the China Securities Depository and
Clearing Corporation Limited (CSDC, also known as ChinaClear). While Shanghai Southbound Stock connect was
launched first, Shenzhen Southbound was a natural extension to mirror Shenzhen Northbound Stock Connect.

Terms
The following table describes abbreviations and terms used in this document.
Table 1 Terms
Abbreviation/Term

Definition/Hyperlink

ALERT®

DTCC's integral part of the CTM platform, which enriches trades with standing settlement instructions
(SSIs).

BIC

Business identification code

CCASS

Central Clearing and Settlement System (used by HKEx) for the clearing of securities listed or traded
on SEHK.

China A-shares

Shares of Chinese listed firms listed on the Shanghai Exchange in RMB.

ChinaClear

China Securities Depository and Clearing Corporation Limited (CSDC)

China Stock Connect

Shanghai/Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect

CPs/GCPs

Clearing Participants/General Clearing Participants

CTM

DTCC's central trade matching system between investment managers and brokers to match buy-side
with sell-side, and support straight-through processing to achieve same day affirmation and exception
management processing.

DVP

Delivery versus payment. A common form of settlement for securities involving the simultaneous
delivery of all documents necessary to effect a transfer of securities in exchange for the receipt of the
stipulated payment amount.

EPs

Exchange Participants. The term used to describe brokers eligible to trade through Stock Connect.

HKEx

Hong Kong Exchange and Clearing Limited

HKSCC

Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited
http://www.hkex.com.hk/?sc_lang=en

OBOA

CTM One Block One Allocation workflow. Each block traded contains a single allocation.

PSET

Place of settlement

QDII

Domestic Institutional Investor

QFII

Qualified Foreign institutional investor. A program that was launched in 2002 in People's Republic of
China to allow licensed foreign investors to buy and sell yuan-denominated A-shares in China's
mainland stock exchanges (in Shanghai and Shenzhen).

RDP

Real Time Delivery Versus Payment.

RMB

Chinese Renminbi currency.

RMB (Offshore)

Chinese RMB held in accounts outside mainland Chinai (commonly referred to as CNH. Note that CNH
is not a valid ISO Currency Code but a widely used convention to distinguish from onshore RMB).

RMB (Onshore)

Chinese RMB held in accounts inside mainland China.
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Table 1 Terms (continued)
Abbreviation/Term

Definition/Hyperlink

RQFII

Renminbi qualified foreign institutional investor scheme
Allows a small number of Chinese financial firms to establish renminbi-denominated funds in Hong
Kong for investment in the mainland.

RVP

Receipt versus payment

SEHK

The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited
(https://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/market/partcir/sehk/2014sehk.htm).

SMPG

Securities Markets Practice Group. A global organization that sets standards for securities trading.
Regional (RMPG) and National (NMPG) groups form SMPG.

SN

CTM Settlement Notification . A SWIFT MT541/543 message that triggers release of securities from
the custodians to the brokers or payment for securities purchased.

SSE

Shanghai Stock Exchange (http://english.sse.com.cn/)

SSI/SI

Standing settlement instructions/settlement instructions

SZSE

Shenzhen Stock Exchange (http://www.szse.cn/main/en/)

WFOE

Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises

Similarities Between Shanghai/Shenzhen Stock Connect
Extensive operational southbound similarities exist between Shanghai/Shenzhen Stock Connect, such as:
l
l
l

l

l

l
l

l

l

l
l

Aggregate quotas were abolished on August 16, 2016 when Shenzhen Hong Kong Stock Connect was announced.
Both Shanghai and Shenzhen have each been allocated the same Southbound daily quota of 10.5 Billion RMB.
The Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited (HKSCC) provides clearing and settlement services as the
host Central Counterparty in Hong Kong for trades executed on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong (SEHK).
ChinaClear’s agreement with HKSCC allows it to clear and settle trades for both the Shanghai and Shenzhen
southbound trading links as participating Central Counterparty. ChinaClear acts as a nominee holder for mainland
investors holding SEHK-listed shares in either a Shanghai or Shenzhen omnibus account maintained with HKSCC.
Mainland institutional and individual investors must hold an aggregate balance of not less than 500,000 RMB in their
securities and cash accounts.
Risk management measures for the clearing and settlement of trades executed under the Southbound link are the
same.
Southbound activities are limited to participation in the secondary market only and not in initial public offerings.
Orders placed through either Shanghai or Shenzhen broker/dealers are routed to SEHK for matching and execution
through the SSE and SZSE subsidiaries respectively. These subsidiaries are special participants of SEHK and
subject to the rules of the exchange.
Southbound investors are allowed to conduct day trading in line with SEHK market practice; both SSE and SZSE
apply pre-trade checking on all southbound sell orders to ensure mainland investors do not conduct naked shortselling on SEHK Securities. SSE/SEHK calculates each investor’s shareholdings on T-1 and newly acquired shares
on T to conduct pre-trade checking on sell orders in real-time.
While SEHK securities are always priced in HKD, trades always settle through ChinaClear or its clearing participants
in RMB.
ChinaClear is responsible for converting RMB into HKD and vice versa when buying or selling respectively.
Southbound trades are settled and cleared in CCASS in conformance with Hong Kong’s settlement cycle in that both
securities and cash settle on T+2.
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Differences Between Shanghai/Shenzhen Stock Connect
The subtle difference between both exchanges is in the size of the accessible market. As a subset of the Shenzhen
organization, the Shanghai Stock Connect supports; 445 versus 311 HKEx-eligible securities through Shenzhen.
l

Constituent stocks are derived from the following indices:
o
o

l

l

l

Hang Seng Composite LargeCap and MidCap Indices
Hang Seng Composite SmallCap Index with market capitalization of not less than HKD 5 billion.

Constituent stocks include H shares of SEHK-listed companies which have A shares listed on SZSE or SSE, except
H shares with corresponding A shares under risk alert.
Southbound Shenzhen Stock Connect went live on December 5, 2016 while Southbound Shanghai Stock Connect
was launched on November 17, 2014.
While China’s domestic securities and cash traded on either the Shanghai or Shenzhen exchange are based on a
T/T+1 settlement mode, investment managers trading through Southbound Stock Connect can benefit from DVP and
Hong Kong’s longer settlement cycle of T+2.

Note
CTM facilitates post-trade pre-settlement affirmation through matching investment manager’s trades with their broker/dealer's
trades seamlessly and efficiently. It operates 24 hours per day, 5.5 days per week with a target up-time for 2017 of 99.90%
and a rolling 3-month average of 99.99% as of YTD September 2017.

Industry Best Practices
While CTM can facilitate efficient post-trade pre-settlement affirmation, investment managers, custodians, and
broker/dealers all play pivotal roles to ensure trades are matched and affirmed in an optimized process.
Checklist items for investment managers include identifying and selecting the following:
l

l

Global/Local Custodians that support Straight Through Processing, 24x5 based on receipt of an MT541/543 from
the buy-side, which can process settlement instructions in a timely manner.
OMS/PMS Vendor that support the following:
o
o
o
o

l

l
l

l

Release blocks and allocations into CTM to support double-sided confirmation.
Process complete and partial fills automatically preferably on or before Hong Kong market close.
Capture and populate the RMB/HKD rate before submitting the trade to CTM.
Adjust to local market exchanges.

Broker/Dealers that support CTM pre-settlement affirmation and trade southbound through the SSE or SZSE
dependent on the range of equities applicable to the managed funds.
Funds/Securities that are suitable for investing into Hong Kong through Southbound Stock Connect.
Standing Settlement Instructions ideally sourced directly from global custodians into the ALERT® platform or at
least have the data enriched automatically in CTM from ALERT data.
Internal and External Processes that support industry best practice through SWIFT DVP instruction to the
custodian for settlement.

CTM Best Practices
While Southbound Stock Connect follows the same T+2 settlement cycle as Hong Kong, it is a CTM best practice to
affirmed trades as quickly as possible. Where a bilateral agreement exists between buy-side clients and their
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broker/dealers, both sides can optionally defer submitting trades into CTM until the RMB/HKD FX rate is known.
It is also a best practice for Investment managers and broker/dealers too have their own business continuity plans to
mitigate risk and resolve issues that can occur. Contingencies may include application, network, database, and vendor
systems due to unavailability for any reason.
DTCC also recommends that investment managers leverage Global Custodian Direct (GC Direct), which enables global
custodians to populate ALERT data directly into the ALERT database to eliminate any possibility of incorrect SSIs being
processed.

Trade Execution, Clearing, and Settlement
The following trade execution, clearing, and settlement best practices for Southbound Stock Connect apply:
l

Investment managers and broker/dealers should ensure all blocks and allocations are in CTM and reach quickly and
efficiently.
o

o

From the broker/dealer’s perspective, this occurs as soon as the order has been executed on the Hong Kong
exchange.
From the investment manager’s perspective, this occurs as soon as the notice of execution has been received
from the broker/dealer, indicating that the order has been fulfilled. Or, on market close, automatically releasing
trade details to CTM.

An exception to these above circumstances can occur when, by bilateral agreement, both the buy-side and
broker/dealer only submit trades into CTM only when the RMB/HKD FX rate is known. This approach ensures that
trades match on the correct net consideration, that is after daily processing of CSDCC clearing data by China brokers
is complete. In this scenario, trade submission generally occurs either late on T or early on T+1 (China Standard
Time).
l

l

l

l

l

l

Once a trade has reached MATCH AGREED, it is a best practice for investment managers to send a their DVP/RVP
settlement instructions (MT541/MT543) to their custodian—either through their own SWIFT gateway or by leveraging
DTCC’s CTM SWIFT or CSV over SFTP gateway.
Investment managers can also leverage CTM to send third party settlement notifications to interested third parties,
such as trustees or brokers. if required.
Given that trading equities in China through the Shanghai or Shenzhen exchange is based on an ID market (one order
per fund), it follows that institutional investors based in China trading Southbound Stock Connect will also trade using
the same methodology. CTM supports One Block One Allocation (OBOA) to facilitate this workflow.
The Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) and the China Securities Regulatory Commission
(CSRC) have announced the introduction of a Southbound Investor ID Scheme in Q1 2019 following the successful
launch of the Northbound Investor ID scheme in September 2018.
Investment managers are encouraged to leverage ALERT to enrich matched trades with SSIs and permission their
broker/dealers with access to enrich trades with their Broker Dealer Instructions, thereby facilitating seamless
settlement.
With respect to the PSET on blocks and allocations:
o

o
l

Best practice for investment managers is to modify their matching profile to require that broker/dealers populate
the PSET at the block level.
Best practice for investment managers is to populate the PSET on their allocations.

Investment managers and brokers should populate the relevant ISO Market Identification Code (MIC) in the
PlaceNarrative field for Southbound trading.
o
o

Mainland investors trading in SEHK securities under Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect: SHSC
Mainland investors trading in SEHK securities under Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect: SZSC
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l

CTM references two important date types, Trade Date and Settlement Date, as follows:
o
o

Trade Date is the local HKT/CST date when an order is executed.
Settlement Date is Trade Date + 2 days, adjusting for weekends and holidays.

Leveraging ALERT to enrich CTM Trades with accurate SSIs
Critical to the success of Southbound Stock Connect is setting up the correct underlying SSI data in ALERT.
Note
Broker/dealers should always mirror the investment manager’s ALERT keys.

For Chinese Shanghai/Shenzhen broker/dealers and mainland investment managers trading southbound HKEx
securities through the Southbound Stock Connect scheme, use the ALERT keys outlined in Table 2.
Table 2 Southbound Stock Connect HKEx Securities ALERT Keys
Broker/Dealer Origin

Settling Nominee Account in ChinaClear

Use ALERT Keys

Associated PSET

Shanghai

Shanghai

HKG-EQU-SHANGHAI

SSCECNS1

Shenzhen

Shenzhen

HKG-EQU-SHENZHEN

SSCCCNS1

For all other combinations where broker/dealers are trading with offshore entities or for international institutional
investment managers trading northbound into China, see Trading China Stock Connect Equities: Best Practices.

Fees and Taxes
DTCC recommends the following fee and tax values for Southbound Hong Kong Stock Connect trades:
l
l
l
l

Trading Fee → CHAR
Transaction Levy and Investor Compensation Levy → LOCL
Central Clearing and Settlement System (CCASS) Clearing Fee → OTHR
Contract Stamp → TRAX

For more information, see Fees and Taxes: Best Practices.

Related Documentation
Refer to the following links for more information about the concepts in this document:
l

l

l

l

CCASS Service Enhancements for China Connect Markets in May 2018
http://www.hkex.com.hk/services/clearing/securities/what's-new/ccass-enhancement
Citibank Online Academy
https://www.citibank.com/tts/insights/webinars/
Hong Kong Exchange–Mutual Market access:
http://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/csm/index.htm
Information Paper - Investor Id Model For Northbound Trading Under Stock Connect
https://www.hkex.com.hk/Mutual-Market/Stock-Connect/Reference-Materials/Northbound-Investor-ID-Model?sc_
lang=en
and
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l

https://www.hkex.com.hk/-/media/HKEX-Market/Mutual-Market/Stock-Connect/Reference-Materials/NorthboundInvestor-ID-Model/NB-Investor-ID-FAQ-Eng.pdf?la=en
The Hong Kong Exchange–Charles Li Direct (Blog)
http://www.hkexgroup.com/Media-Centre/Charles-Li-Direct/2018

Refer to the following links for more information about the DTCC services covered in this document:
l

l

l
l

CTM Fees and Taxes (excluding China Stock Connect) in CTM → References → Best Practices →
Market-Specific
Settlement Location: Best Practices and Recommendations in CTM → References → Best Practices →
Market-Specific
Matching Process
ALERT Market/Business Rule Documentation

Questions?
The DTCC Client Center provides general assistance and technical help. Visit www.dtcc.com/client-center to:
l
l
l

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search the knowledge base
Obtain contact information
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